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anticipating income for the long term
The amount you can withdraw from your retirement accounts depends 
on the size of your account, the return it provides from year to year, 
and the number of years you need income. Losses early in the with-
drawal period seriously limit long-term return.

* This hypothetical example is for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to represent or imply the actual performance of any specific  
investment. It assumes a constant 7% return compounded monthly. It is important to note that any investment involves risks that may  
result in the loss of principal and there is no guarantee that the strategies illustrated will produce positive investment results.

approaches to planning
There’s no way to protect yourself  
completely from market volatility  
without taking on inflation risk. But 
there may be ways to produce a stream 
of income while maintaining some 
long-term growth. One approach is  
to deposit dividends or distributions 
from certain equity investments into a 
spending account. That’s a departure 
from the strategy of reinvesting all  
earnings to buy additional shares,  
which is appropriate as you build your 
retirement savings. But this regular 
source of income can supplement your 
living expenses or pay for extras.

At a certain point—which is different 
for different people—you may also  
begin selling certain stocks or stock 
mutual funds that have increased in 
value and reinvesting the money in 
income-producing investments. If you 
ladder, or stagger, the maturity dates 

of the bonds and CDs you purchase, 
you can either redeem them when they 
come due and add the principal to your 
spending account or buy  
a replacement. 

Remember, though, that 
there are no guarantees in 
investing. While the mar-
kets could be strong in 
any period, you could 
also have flat  
or falling  
returns and  
even lose  
principal. 

Random buying and selling—adding 
a few stocks here, redeeming a bond 
there—is rarely an effective strategy for 
planning retirement income. To be a 
successful investor, you have to follow 
two seemingly contradictory pieces  
of advice: Stick with your investment  
strategy but stay flexible. That means 

having a long-term perspective but not 
getting locked into choices that don’t 
work as you expected.

By knowing how different invest-
ments can affect your portfolio, the level 
of income you want to produce, and how 
much risk you are willing to take, you’ll 
have a stronger opportunity—though,  
of course, not a guarantee—of ending  
up where you want to be financially.

moVing in neW Directions
If your emphasis has been on building 
an equity portfolio, you may want to 
consider starting to invest in income-
producing investments, including 
intermediate and long-term bonds and 
bond funds. 

Among the factors to consider are 
the bonds’ ratings—unless they are US 
Treasurys—their terms, and the interest 
rates they pay. A question with longer-
term issues is whether you’re willing to 
commit your principal at the current 
market rate if rates seem likely to increase 
in the future.

While they’re not right for all investors, 
limited partnerships, real estate investment 
trusts (REITs), or equipment leasing pro-
grams may be possible income producers.

DraWing on principal
While preserving principal is critical 
while you’re investing for retirement, 
there’s nothing wrong with planning  
to use some of the principal—say  
4% to 5% a year—after you retire. 
But, you need a plan for tapping your 
resources, similar to a withdrawal  
schedule for your IRA, and a sense of 
which investments to liquidate.

A maturing CD, for example, can 
become a source of current income. 
When it comes due, you can deposit  
the principal in a money market or  
savings account to draw on as you need  
cash. That might be smarter than with- 
drawing money from an investment 
that’s doing well, like a stock fund, or 
selling real estate when prices are low.

the 
money 

you neeD 
When 

you 
retire

strategic Decisions
Whether you are investing a little or a lot of 
money, it’s always important to:

•  Save for retirement

•  Create a plan to meet your goals

•  Monitor your progress

•  Make adjustments as necessary

the  
money  
you haVe 
to inVest

 

 $50,000
 $100,000
 $150,000
 $200,000
 $250,000
 $300,000
 $350,000

 10 years

 $580
 $1,160
 $1,740
 $2,320
 $2,900
 $3,480
 $4,060

 15 years

 $448
 $896
 $1,340
 $1,790
 $2,240
 $2,690
 $3,138

 20 years

 $386
 $772
 $1,160
 $1,550
 $1,930
 $2,320
 $2,706

 30 years

 $332
 $668
 $999
 $1,330
 $1,660
 $1,990
 $2,322

The money  
you start with

Maximum monthly withdrawal to provide income for 
different periods*

Effective Investment Strategies
A great strategy doesn’t guarantee a win, but investing with-
out a game plan compounds the risk of coming up short.
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Taxable Income Tax-Deferred
Income

If you have retirement savings in tax-
deferred, tax-free Roth, and taxable 
accounts, you’ll have to choose the order 
in which you take income from those 
accounts after you retire. In addition to 
providing the income you need, an effec-
tive withdrawal plan should allow you to:
•  Continue to accumulate  

investment earnings 
•  Avoid reducing your principal as  

long as possible
•  Minimize the amount you owe in  

income taxes

in one corner
There are good arguments for postpon-
ing withdrawals from your tax-deferred 
accounts until you reach 70½ when 
you must begin to take annual required 
minimum distributions (RMDs). 

The longer you leave these savings 
untouched, the more time your balance 
has to compound. And the more savings 
you accumulate, the greater the potential 
that you’ll have income as long as you 
need it—though there’s no guarantee.

When you take money out of these 
accounts, part of the withdrawal goes 
to pay income taxes, which are due 

on all earnings and any tax-deferred 
contributions to an employer plan or 
tax-deducted contributions to an IRA. 
The tax rate that applies is the same rate 
that applies to your ordinary income. 

In contrast, qualifying dividends and 
most long-term capital gains in a taxable 
account are taxed at a maximum of 15% 
or 20% if your adjusted gross income 
(AGI) is $450,000 or higher and you file 
jointly or $400,000 if you file as a single. 
A 3.8% surtax also applies if you have 
an AGI of $250,000 and file jointly or 
$200,000 and file as a single.

anD in the other
Before you make up your mind, 
though, there may be good reasons to 
begin taking money out of your tax-
deferred individual retirement accounts 
(IRAs)—though not your tax-free Roth 
accounts—as soon as you retire.

If you have large balances, as you 
could if you’ve contributed regularly 
over an extended period or rolled over 
large amounts, you could face a substan-
tial tax bill if you wait to withdraw until 
you’re 70½ when RMDs kick in. In  
fact, the mandatory withdrawal could 

bump you into a higher tax bracket. So 
you may want to begin reducing your 
balances sooner—reinvesting the money 
if you don’t need the cash.

Further, your heirs might pay less in 
tax if they inherit taxable assets rather 
than tax-deferred accounts. That’s 
because, with taxable assets, qualifying 
earnings are taxed at a lower rate than 
ordinary income. Further, no tax is due 
on the assets’ values unless they’re sold. 
In addition, heirs receive inherited assets 
at a step-up in basis, which is the asset’s 
value on the date your estate is valued. 
This minimizes the tax due if the asset  
is sold shortly after inheriting it.

In contrast, if they inherit an IRA, 
for example, they must take RMDs 
every year based on their life expectan-
cies and pay the tax due at the same rate 
as they pay on other ordinary income.

some practical Details
Planning ahead is important because  
it may be the only way to put the with-
drawal strategy you prefer into practice. 
For example, you’re likely to have lim-
ited control over the timing of pension 
income from a defined benefit plan or 
retirement income from a 401(k) or 
similar plan unless you take your money 
out—ideally rolling it over to an IRA or 
converting to a Roth IRA. The payments 
typically begin in the year you retire, and 
once they start you probably will not 
have the option of changing your mind.

The same is true if you purchase an 
immediate annuity with the proceeds  
of selling your business or some other 

lump sum. Many annuity contracts do 
not give you access to your principal 
after payouts begin. 

managing the income
Keeping track of your required  
distributions after 70 is easier with  
one IRA than it is with several separate 
IRAs. Among other things, you must  
do just one calculation to determine 
your RMD, if one is required.

Sometimes, though, it makes sense 
to have two or more IRAs. For example, 
while it’s possible to convert your tax-
deferred IRAs and employer plans to a 
tax-free Roth to be eligible for tax-free 
income, you could face a substantial tax 
bill if you convert everything. So you 
might decide to keep part of your sav-
ings tax deferred. In that case, you need 
both a tax-deferred and a Roth IRA.

If you have a rollover IRA in which 
both contributions and earnings are tax 
deferred, you might want to keep that 
account separate from an IRA to which 
you made after-tax contributions, if  
for no other reason than to simplify  
calculating the tax due on the merged 
account. You may also decide to keep 
the accounts separate if there’s any pos-
sibility that you might roll your rollover 
IRA back into a new employer’s plan. 

An equally compelling reason for  
having two or more IRAs is wanting to 
name two or more beneficiaries. The  
rules governing distributions provide  
more flexibility if there’s one beneficiary 
per IRA than if there are two or more  
beneficiaries of different ages. The same  
is true if one beneficiary is a person and 
the other a charitable organization.

hanDling a roth
Since a Roth IRA doesn’t require  
withdrawals ever—though a Roth 
401(k) or 403(b) does—and there are 
no taxes due on your withdrawals if  
you follow the rules, you may want to 
tap these accounts last. Or you may 
want to mix some tax-free income with 
your taxable income. It’s your call.

Making 
Withdrawal Plans

Reducing a large  
balance now may  

save on taxes later

Taxable  
assets may  
be better  
for heirs

Potential for more  
tax-deferred  

compounding

Earnings  
taxed at a  
lower rate

it’s time to start thinking about converting  
savings to income.
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